
Sharing Your Project Has 
a Multitude of Benefits.

1BE SEEN AS
AN INNOVATOR
By participating in the LG Business
Solutions case study series, your
company will be seen as an
innovator – using the latest and
greatest technology in the market.

NATIONWIDE
MEDIA EXPOSURE
If your project is selected, LG will
pitch it to targeted industry
publications and even arrange press
interviews with you. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
EXPOSURE
LG Business Solutions will utilize
social channels to push your case
study out and give exposure to our
database of influencers and
decision makers through the monthly
eNewsletter.

VIDEO PROJECT
PROFILE
There is a possibility of a video case
study that could be pitched to
interested online publications as
well as posted on LG Business
Solutions YouTube channel, and
LGsolutions.com.

FEATURED 
IN THE BIC
Your case study will be displayed in
the LG Business Innovation Center
in Lincolnshire, Illinois, and featured
in the LG Business Solutions blog. 

SEE NEXT PAGE TO DOWNLOAD
OUR LATEST STORIES.
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Our Latest Case Studies...
CLICK ON THE INDIVIDUAL THUMBNAILS BELOW TO OPEN AND READ OR VIEW ALL OF OUR CASE
STUDIES BY GOING TO LG.COM/US/COMMERCIAL/ABOUT-DISPLAY/NEWS-ROOM/CASE-STUDIES

MARRIOTT HOTELS
“We wanted to provide guests the ability
to view their own content on the big
screen in their own room, allowing them
to truly feel at home”

Mike Kosla
Vice President,

Hospitality, LG Electronics USA
Business Solutions

CASE STUDY

MARRIOTT 
CHARLOTTE 
CITY CENTER

MARRIOTT HOTELS
“By pairing Fitness on Demand’s
expansive catalogue of popular workouts
and LG’s cutting edge display and audio
technology, Marriott is taking the lead to
provide gym-going guests with an
elevated health club experience”

Kenneth Ryan
Vice President of Global Spa Operations

at Marriott International

CASE STUDY

MARRIOTT HOTELS
INTERACTIVE VIDEO 
WALL SOLUTIONS

McCARRAN
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT 
“The facility’s new 84-inch ultra high-
definition display is stunning, not only in
terms of clarity and rendering, but also in
color” 

Samuel Ingalls
Assistant Director of Aviation,

Information Systems

CASE STUDY

McCARRAN 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT (LAS)

THE GEORGIA
AQUARIUM
“LG’s video walls provided the best
solution with lifelike picture quality
capable of duplicating the feel of a live
exhibit, to maintain the underwater
experience while entertaining and
informing.” 

Ryan Palley
Senior Manager of Audio/Visual 

at Georgia Aquarium

CASE STUDY

THE GEORGIA AQUARIUM
VIDEO WALL
SOLUTIONS

CORONA NORCO
UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT 
“We realize that computer skills are an
essential element for students today, so
we wanted make sure each student had
access to superior quality technology,”

Brian Troud Director of Networking 
and Infrastructure at Corona Norco.

CASE STUDY

ZERO CLIENTS AND 
CORONA NORCO 
UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT





CASE STUDY


McCARRAN 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIRPORT (LAS)







McCarran International
Debuts Ultra High-
Definition Sign.


GOAL
Communicate easy to follow wayfinding to passengers


entering the new Terminal D at Las Vegas McCarran
International Airport.


SOLUTION
84” class (84.04” diagonal) Ultra High Definition Displays running Four


Winds Interactive software.


RESULTS
The new display captures and holds travelers’ attention while they ride down the


escalator from the D gates.


INTRODUCTION 
It’s strange to see travelers stop and take pictures of an airport sign, but it’s actually a
common occurrence at McCarran International Airport (LAS) in Las Vegas. The Samuel
Ingalls facility’s new 84-inch ultra high-definition display is “stunning, not only in terms
of clarity and rendering, but also in color,” explains the airport’s assistant director of
aviation, Information Systems, Samuel Ingalls. 


The top half of the airport’s new sign displays wayfinding information, while the bottom
half provides more commercial and entertainment-oriented content.


Dan Smith, director of digital signage for LG USA, refers to the airport’s use of its
cutting-edge product as “techorating.” According to Smith, more and more airports
are looking for ways to incorporate signage that blends into the terminal décor and
has an artistic feel to it. “It beautifies, blends and informs,” he explains.At LAS, however,
the need to improve wayfinding Dan Smith in the airport’s busiest area inspired the
first commercial installation of LG’s cutting-edge display. 


“ The facility’s new 84-inch
ultra high-definition display is
stunning, not only in terms of
clarity and rendering, but also
in color” Samuel Ingalls


Assistant Director of
Aviation, Information Systems







The 84”
Display Acts As
A Decision Point


And Captures Travelers
Attention In The 


New D Concourse.


FILLING A NEED
Wayfinding became a  tremendous challenge in the D Concourse rotunda shortly after
LAS opened its new Terminal 3 in June 2012, explains Alison Rank, senior sales manager
with Four Winds Interactive, the  company that provides software for the new display
and others throughout the airport. 


Months after the opening, the airport rearranged operations to al-low some D Concourse
carriers to move their ticketing and baggage services to the new building. With this
change, passengers arriving at the D gates now faced two terminal options, resulting in
the need for more wayfinding assistance. 


Frequent passengers were used to simply going down the escalator and veering left; so
it was suddenly became imperative to capture their attention and make them aware of
the new “fork in the road.”  Without better wayfinding, the airport risked having passen-
gers board the wrong tram to claim their baggage. Given the large size of the gathering
area, large-scale directional wayfinding was a necessity, explains Smith. The airport’s
previous smaller, static image just wasn’t visible enough — travelers were spinning their
heels in the rotunda, trying to figure out their next move, he explains.  


Local culture also influenced selection of the 84-inch Ultra HD display. Décor in Las Vegas
is infamously extreme, with a lot of noise and other distractions competing to grab
customers’ attention. LAS needed to refocus airport visitors and retain their attention
long enough to make navigating less stressful and more seamless. According to the
airport, its new screen does just that. The new display “really captivates its audience,”
reports Smith.


LAS officials also had tech-savvy business travelers in mind when they decided to install
the display, even though they’re not the stereotypical Vegas demographic. Volumes of
business travelers fly into LAS each year for high-end technology tradeshows and
conferences, explains Ingalls. So it was crucial to have the new display working as exhibi-
tors and planners arrived for the International Consumer Electronics Show that
began on January 8. Because the airport didn’t begin conversations with LG until
late last October, the timeline was tight for the display to be ready. It took an
overnight installation by R.O.E. Marketing, but the LG display went live on
January 4. Although the construction, contracting, shipping and overall
logistics of the project were a challenge, the airport and its vendors
pulled out all the stops to make it a reality, recalls Ingalls.  


Because the D Concourse is now a “decision point,” it was
important for the large screen to capture and hold
travelers’ attention while they ride down the
escalator from the D gates into the rotunda, he


“Given the large size of the
gathering area, large-scale
directional wayfinding was
a necessity.” Dan Smith


Director of Digital Signage
LG USA
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adds.  With help from the new display, they’re able to
focus on wayfinding information and make their decisions
before they step off the escalator. “The airport overall is
better off, and our customers are too,” relates Ingalls.


PIXEL POWER
Before LG approached the airport, Ingalls had never seen an ultra high-
definition display. The difference between it and a regular consumer high-
definition television astounded him. 


While the airport staff was excited about implementing the LG product, they also
wanted to keep messaging consistent throughout the airport, notes Rank, referring to
Four Winds’ contribution to the project. Alliance Airport Advertising, the agency that handles
indoor advertising for the airport, was also important in developing the agreement with LG, adds
Ingalls.  


Cutting-edge display equipment requires the airport to maintain a high level of content, he notes: “You
can’t just go out and easily pick up or render something in ultra HD. There is very heavy computing power
required.” 


While Ultra HD screens can display traditional high-definition content, the opposite is not true. According to Ingalls,
the number of pixels is what makes the new screen dynamic in more ways than one. Consequently, it was vital to have a
vendor like Four Winds with the capability to create and manage content for the new digital standard. 


The Ultra HD 4K takes display technology to a whole new level, says Ingalls. While LAS’ wayfinding messages won’t be overly
dynamic, the lower screen will demonstrate more of the display’s visual capabilities. Rank foresees ads targeting specific trade


show attendees, holiday greetings, event promotions and
even emergency messaging all as good fits. Artwork is
another option for the aesthetically pleasing and simple
screen, adds Smith.  


The flexibility of Four Winds’ software is an important ele-
ment, notes Rank. “It can run multiple formats back-to-back,”
he explains. “It can be a video followed by a PowerPoint, fol-
lowed by an image.” 


Ingalls describes the wayfinding portion of the display as
fairly straightforward, with arrows pointing to baggage
claims and airline logos directing passengers to their
intended locations. 


With designers continuing to tweak the wayfinding format,
Ingalls says the real test is whether information is legible to
travelers at the top of the escalator. “Ultra HD has really
brought us the capability for this, which we wouldn’t have
otherwise,” he says.


As LAS discusses a variety of future ultra HD options, Ingalls
predicts that the format will become a new standard and
that stunning signage will begin appearing at airports
nationwide. But for now, visitors continue to stop and stare
at the large, crystal-clear display in the D Concourse rotunda. 


Innovation for a Better Life.


LG’s Displays Make The
Travelers Experience


Overall Better.








CASE STUDY


THE GEORGIA AQUARIUM
VIDEO WALL
SOLUTIONS







LG Video Walls Engage
Visitors and Streamline
the Six Galleries’
Visitor Flow.


GOAL
Create a digital exhibit to replicate marine life at the


entrance of the Georgia Aquarium in Atlanta – to deliver a
visual and interactive experience for visitors.


SOLUTION
LG’s amazing display of innovation came to life with its Commercial-grade


Full HD Video Wall, featuring a narrow bezel-to-bezel width and flexible
configurations, allowing for multiple displays to be daisy chained at once. 


RESULTS
The Georgia Aquarium created a lifelike digital exhibit with LG video wall displays
that were creatively placed within an actual aquarium tank, providing visitors with
engaging and effective entertainment platforms that offer exceptional picture
quality and an immersive experience.


“ LG’s video walls provided 
the best solution with lifelike
picture quality capable of
duplicating the feel of a live
exhibit, to maintain the
underwater experience while
entertaining and informing.” 


Ryan Palley
Senior Manager of
Audio/Visual at Georgia
Aquarium







Aquarium
Executives


Turned to LG for
a Digital Signage


Solution to Recreate 
a Live Exhibit.


THE CHALLENGE
The Georgia Aquarium is the second largest of its kind in the world, housing thousands
of fish, mammals and amphibians on display within six galleries. During an intensive
restoration project in which one of its galleries would be completely reconstructed, the
Atlanta-based aquarium wanted to continue to engage visitors in the gallery and keep
visitor flow as streamlined as possible. The aquarium executives turned to LG Electronics
for a digital signage solution to recreate a live exhibit with video wall displays capable of
delivering superb picture quality during construction.


The Aquarium installed 36 LG 55-inch Full HD Video Wall Displays (Model 55LV77A-
7B) inside of an emptied acrylic aquarium, which formerly housed “The Wall of Fish”
exhibit. With the LG products’ stunning lifelike picture quality and immersive experience,
the video walls provided the aquarium’s more than 2 million yearly visitors with an
entertaining visual experience on par with a live exhibit.


“During construction of our new Sea Lion exhibit, we had to remove life support systems
(LSS) that supported the Wall of Fish exhibit, leaving nothing but an empty acrylic box,”
said Ryan Palley, Senior Manager of Audio/Visual at Georgia Aquarium. “LG’s video walls
provided the best solution with lifelike picture quality capable of duplicating the feel of a
live exhibit, to maintain the underwater experience while entertaining and informing.”


AN AMAZING DISPLAY OF DESIGN
The installation process faced several unique challenges, namely the space allotted
for the video walls. The in-house audio/visual team installed the 36 LG displays, in
two 6x3 matrices, inside of a former fish tank that measures 16 feet deep and is
separated by a partition in the center. The tank only allowed five feet of working
room to install mounting structure, brackets, power, data and displays. 


With this limited space, the team was challenged to identify creative
ways to install product without causing any damage to the tank and
its waterproof design. The team implemented a floating support
system that uses carpet pads to protect the product and the
acrylic wall on which they are installed. The LG displays
were carefully lifted and lowered into the tank given
the narrow confinement, and then mounted with
Crimson video wall mounts. The sleek design of


“ We’ve been very impressed
with this installation and
want to continue to push
the envelope with more
exhibit enhancements such
as this.” Ryan Palley


Senior Manager of
Audio/Visual at 
Georgia Aquarium
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the LG displays worked to the team’s advantage – the
super slim 3.5mm bezel-to-bezel depth allowed the
displays to be seamlessly integrated into the aquarium’s
environment. Another key benefit of each unit is their light
weight – weighing only 50 lbs for easy installation in any setting


SUPERIOR PICTURE QUALITY FOR AN IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCE
To achieve the level of picture quality and operational reliability desired, the
aquarium chose the LG 55LV77A-7B to display Full HD 1080p content on each
display in crisp, clear pictures. LG’s IPS panel technology ensures excellent color
saturation and contrast, resulting in a display with superior picture quality that can be
installed at virtually any angle or height, while still maintaining the integrity of the image.


Given the dimensions of the tank, the in-house team needed to create a 32:9 aspect ratio to
showcase content in 2K resolution. The content transitions between the vivid colors and fluid
movement of living corals, swimming sharks and macro invertebrates. Additionally, the LG video walls
are used to communicate marine conservation messaging to help educate and inform visitors.


BIG SAVINGS AND HIGH PERFORMANCE
Designed for continuous operation in a public setting, the video walls’ LED screens display IPS technology and
provide a temperature tolerance of up to 230° Fahrenheit (110° Celsius). This helps alleviate a common overheating
problem that affects picture quality with some other digital signage screens. The Georgia Aquarium opted to control
the LG video walls using a RS-232 system to operate a total of 11 hours a day. The RS-232 system automatically powers
on the video walls 30 minutes prior to the aquarium opening, and powers off 30 minutes after it closes.


“We’ve benefited greatly by reducing our electrical
consumption with the LG ENERGY STAR® certified displays,”
said Palley. “We also chose to display the video walls in low
lighting, cutting approximately 200 amps of energy for
lighting alone – not to mention eliminating the energy
typically needed to support aquatic life in the tank where
the screens are installed.” 


AN ENHANCED EXPERIENCE
The video walls became an integral solution of the signature
experience the aquarium offers, which is grounded on
entertaining, engaging and educating. The video walls have
also been well received among staffers, as they require very
little maintenance, a testament to LG’s amazing display of
reliability. 


“The LG video walls are the first visuals that our visitors see
when they walk into the Georgia Aquarium. It was imperative
to choose the right signage and above all, the right partner,
that could work with us to display our content and maintain
a high quality experience for visitors,” said Palley. “We’ve been
very impressed with this installation and want to continue
to push the envelope with more exhibit enhancements such
as this.”


Innovation for a Better Life.


LG’s Displays Became an
Integral Solution for the
Signature Experience
the Aquarium has


to Offer.








CASE STUDY


ZERO CLIENTS AND 
CORONA NORCO 
UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT







LG Zero Clients Met The
Budget Requirements
And Also The Extra
Tech Support
Needed.


GOAL
Replace existing line of displays in 48 schools’ computer


labs and to partner with a  provider of quality products that
met its budget and supply technology support


SOLUTION
LG’s 19-inch Cloud V Series Zero Client displays (model 19CNV42K).


RESULTS
Easy maintenance and efficient operations with uncompromised display quality
and up to five times faster performance then their labs’ old displays.


“We realize that computer
skills are an essential element
for students today, so we
wanted make sure each
student had access to
superior quality technology,”


Brian Troud
Director of Networking
and Infrastructure at
Corona Norco.







Across
The Board


LG Was Able
To Offer Better


Prices For Better
Quality.


THE CHALLENGE
The Corona Norco Unified School District in California, is comprised of schools that
support students in grades K-12. Six schools within the district have received gold, silver
or bronze medals in the U.S. News Best High Schools rankings. Additionally, it is one of
the largest school districts in the nation and holds 49 schools in Riverside County, mainly
serving the cities of Corona, Norco, and Eastvale. As part of its ongoing commitment to
provide its schoolchildren with the best tools, Corona Norco recently sought to replace
its existing line of displays in 48 of its schools’ computer labs and needed a partner that
could not only provide quality products that met its budget requirements, but also
provide additional technology support and contribute to overall energy savings across
the district.


TRANSITION TO ZERO CLIENT TECHNOLOGY
“We realize that computer skills are an essential element for students today, so we
wanted make sure each student had access to superior quality technology,” said Brian
Troudy, Director of Networking and Infrastructure at Corona Norco. “We needed a
partner who could provide the right technology and support for our schools.”


Corona Norco selected the 19-inch LG Cloud V Series zero client displays (model
19CNV42K). The zero client technology provides a centralized network management
system that enables easy maintenance and efficient operations. Additionally, the units
provide uncompromised display quality and up to five times faster performance than
their labs’ old models. “We looked at alternatives to the average PC, but selected
the LG V-Series displays because it met all of our needs and more,” says Troudy.  


PHASED ROLL OUT
For Corona Norco, price was the most important deciding factor.
“Across the board, LG was able to offer us better prices for better
quality,” says Troudy. “We did the math and estimated that the
other product offers would have cost 20 percent more, and
the other technology solutions would have cost more
than two and a half of what we spent with LG.”
Additionally, LG helped Corona Norco cut its


“We looked at alternatives
to the average PC, but
selected the LG V-Series
displays because it met all
of our needs and more,”


Brian Troud
Director of Networking
and Infrastructure at
Corona Norco.
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energy consumption from 300 watts per computer
down to 28 watts, adding to the long-term cost
savings. 


The school district not only needed quality products at an
affordable price, but also a partner that could quickly install the
products in a phased rollout that matched the district’s budget
allocation. The district allocates budget to individual schools throughout
the year so Corona Norco deployed the products in phases, two of which are
complete, and the last phase is scheduled for 2014 through 2015. The first
phase included installation of approximately 700 monitors in three weeks and the
second phase included installation of approximately 1,000 units during the 2013
winter break from December through January. Additional installations occurred based on
shipping and fund availability. To date, the Corona Norco school district has installed more
than 2,300 units of the 19-inch 19CNV42K displays. 


SUPPORT IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS 
The school district has eight IT staff who can travel to the 49 schools to solve any technology issues. Due
to this small number of dedicated service employes, their response time to service the products was
historically fairly slow. 


“One of the biggest deciding factors for us came down to the support staff and experience that LG was able to provide
that other companies weren’t able to match,” said Troudy. “My team oversees 49 schools and thousands of technology
products so we were looking for a partner that would be able to quickly turnaround help required for the displays.” 


Additionally, the 19CNV42K models integrate the Teradici TERA2 Chipset that offers a management suite that allows the
user to control the devices Through the Teradici technology, the Corona Norco staff was able to register the units to the
school district’s server, and most importantly, set up the technology so the device is ready for students to use. The remote
desktop technology ensures that students are able to use a product that offers consistent high quality performance while
reducing security threats and IT costs. With Teradici, the monitors have centralized computing that makes the routine
management of student labs and courseware easier to maintain. Now that the LG products are installed throughout the
district, response time has dramatically decreased. 


PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
The Corona Norco Unified School District has already installed thousands of displays and is scheduled to roll out another
2,000 to 3,500 units over the course of the next 18 months. “We have had a very smooth transition and relationship
with LG, and look forward to completing our installations throughout our schools,” says Troudy.


Innovation for a Better Life.


No Other Company Had 
LG’s Experience And


Support Staff
Available.








CASE STUDY


MARRIOTT HOTELS
INTERACTIVE VIDEO 
WALL SOLUTIONS







Advanced Video Technology 
and Interactive Fitness
Content Reinvent the
Hotel Fitness Center
Experience for 
Today’s Guests.


GOAL
Reinvent the hotel fitness center into an inviting, flexible


modern space that allows guests to engage in fitness classes
and programs that fit individual needs and schedules, while


maximizing cost-effectiveness, as well as using updated facilities
as a selling point to attract guests.


SOLUTION
Marriott Hotels turned to long-time technology partner LG Electronics to


provide visually stunning digital signage displays to transform dated gyms into
modern workout centers that excite and engage today’s fitness-oriented travelers.
Paired with Fitness on Demand’s massive catalog of virtual fitness classes, the LG
displays were daisy-chained together to create a fully immersive workout
experience. Guests are able to enjoy an interactive, high-energy workout, whether
in a group setting or during a “solo” fitness session.


RESULTS
Marriott Hotels now offers an immersive and engaging fitness center experience
with LG video wall displays that are creatively placed within the fitness centers
and that incorporate third-party content from Fitness on Demand to gym-going
guests with highly customizable workout solutions, utilizing LG’s display of cutting-
edge technology.


“By pairing Fitness on
Demand’s expansive
catalogue of popular
workouts and LG’s cutting
edge display and audio
technology, Marriott is
taking the lead to provide
gym-going guests with an
elevated health club
experience” Kenneth Ryan


Vice President of Global 
Spa Operations at Marriott
International







LG’s
Immersive TV
Displays And 


High-End Audio
Components Bring Fitness


On Demand’s Content To Life.


THE CHALLENGE
As technology evolves, people’s demands on hotel experiences change. Marriott Hotels


was challenged to enhance its fitness offerings to meet the new needs of travelers who


were looking for more flexible solutions to their workouts on the road. Existing fitness


centers, due to limited and aging equipment  and the spaces themselves were often


aesthetically uninspiring. Guests were often forced to bring their own connected devices,


such as iPads and laptops, to studio spaces to stream content. 


Leveraging LG display technology to address this challenge, Marriott Hotels


implemented a 3x3 video wall of 47-inch class LG display panels and LG soundbars


in its downtown Charlotte, N.C. property’s newly renovated fitness center. By marrying


state-of-the-art video, flexible space and sound technology with compelling third-


party content, Marriott is breathing new life into the hotel fitness experience.


“By pairing Fitness on Demand’s expansive catalogue of popular workouts and LG’s


cutting edge display and audio technology, Marriott is taking the lead to provide gym-


going guests with an elevated health club experience,” says Kenneth Ryan, Vice


President of Global Spa Operations at Marriott International. 


VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE
In a traditional hotel environment, the guest experience is often hindered by dated


equipment in uninspiring gyms. Fitness on Demand, paired with advanced


display technology like LG’s video walls, brings a variety of challenging,


interactive workout experiences to the fitness center by offering


1600 classes (including on-trend workouts such as Zumba,


Beachbody, Jillian Michaels and others), all with LG’s


amazing slim-bezeled video displays, providing “a truly


immersive experience for guests,” Ryan explains.  


“Fitness on Demand and LG
are helping Marriott to set
the new standard for hotel
fitness facilities and
reshape the gym experience
in hotels and beyond.”


Kenneth Ryan
Vice President of Global 
Spa Operations at Marriott
International
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COST-EFFECTIVE SWEAT SESSIONS
There is no cost to guests for any of the on demand
services, providing extra incentive to use the facilities. The
addition of “solo spaces” within the fitness center allow for “bite
sized”  1- to 15 minute workouts, rather than participating in a 30,
45 or 60-minute class.


To ensure that design aesthetic remains consistent throughout participating
Marriott hotels, a “design guide” will be distributed to provide hotel staff with a
standardized yet customizable approach for the appearance of finished fitness spaces,
which also will help cut design costs. 


GUEST ENGAGEMENT AND ENJOYMENT
Feedback has been extremely positive with guests at the Charlotte property who have compared


the new fitness center experience
to an “elevated health club” workout.
Marriott Hotels employees at participating
locations go through a half-day of training in
order to best teach guests how to operate the
fitness experience by themselves to ensure an
enjoyable gym-going experience. 


“LG’s immersive TV displays and high-end audio components
bring Fitness on Demand’s content to life in a really exciting
way,” says Garrett Marshall, Vice President of Fitness on
Demand. “We’re thrilled to be working with Marriott and LG
to revolutionize the fitness experience for hotel guests, and
make them feel like they’re right in the room with their
fitness instructor, whether in a group or solo setting. 


ENHANCED EXPERIENCE THAT’S HERE TO STAY
The Charlotte Marriott City Center’s revamped fitness center
opened to guests in early 2016, and already experienced a
flood of positive results in guest foot traffic and overall
feedback. 


“We can’t wait to install more LG video walls across more
Marriott Hotels locations in the United States and enrich the
health and wellness of more travelers,” says Ryan. “Fitness
on Demand and LG are helping Marriott to set the new
standard for hotel fitness facilities and reshape the gym
experience in hotels and beyond.”


Innovation for a Better Life.


Mariott Offers A More
Flexible Soution To
Workouts On The


Road.








CASE STUDY


MARRIOTT 
CHARLOTTE 
CITY CENTER







Marriott Hotels and LG
Electronics Revolutionize
Hotel Experience with
Innovative Technology,
Intuitive Design and
a personalized
experience.


GOAL
Revolutionize the hotel guest experience from check-in


to check-out, using advanced technology and beautiful,
intuitive design. From the guest room to the fitness center and


even collaborative common spaces, Marriott’s “M Beta” Hotel in
Charlotte, N.C., looked to LG Electronics as the main technology


provider to create an innovative, modern, and personalized experience for
hotel guests unlike any other hospitality offering in the industry today


SOLUTION
Marriott Hotels turned to long-time technology partner LG Electronics to help
bring  to life a brand new hotel experience built around advanced technologies,
high-performing products and beautiful displays. The transformation spans all
areas of the hotel – the lobby, fitness center, meeting spaces and guest rooms.  


RESULTS
A complete transformation of the 30-year-old property into an inviting, flexible
and modern space. The moment a guest steps into the lobby at Marriott Charlotte
City Center, they feel the difference. From morning runs to evening cocktails, the
hotel allows guests to create a customized experience – unparalleled in the
hospitality industry. The hotel aims to set the standard for the future of hotel
design.


The LG Studio Kitchen
provides a residential-feel
kitchen so that our guests
can meet and collaborate
as they would at home. 
The foundation is sleek 
and chic products – from
the kitchen appliances to
the televisions, that allows
us to use the space as it
was intended – as a
gathering area”


Alli Beane
Senior Director, 
Design and Development, 
Marriott International.







Each
of the


444 guest
rooms feature a
55-inch LG hotel


LED TV, serving as the
hub for in-room information


and entertainment. 


THE CHALLENGE
While technology constantly evolves and changes, the hotel experience has been less nimble and
not as fast to transform. Marriott Hotels’ vision was to create a revolutionary hotel model that
puts innovation as the forefront and the traveler as the co-pilot. The hotel partnered with LG
Business Solutions to recreate the hotel experience, one space at a time, gaining feedback from
guests as they experience the innovations in real time. 


THE GUEST ROOM
A primary guest experience revolves around the guest room. Each room in the Marriott Charlotte
City Center highlights technology as a vital component  for both business and leisure travelers. 


Each of the 444 guest rooms feature a 55-inch LG hotel LED TV, serving as the hub for in-room
information and entertainment. The TVs feature LG’s Pro:Idiom and Pro:Centric guest room
platforms, as well as LG’s industry-leading set-top box technology powering Marriott’s state-of-
the-art guest information platform. Hotel and local area information is at guests’ fingertips right
in their room. 


Further enhancing the in-room experience, the TVs allow guests to stream content from their
smart devices onto the big screen – including Netflix, Hulu, TED talks, YouTube, Pandora and more. 


“We wanted to provide guests the ability to view their own content on the big screen in their
own room, allowing them to truly feel at home,” says Mike Kosla, vice president, hospitality, LG
Electronics USA Business Solutions. “Our first priority was in the guest room. After that, the
technology implemented throughout the hotel allowed Marriott and LG to get really creative.”


NOT YOUR AVERAGE FITNESS CENTER
Marriott Hotels aimed to enhance its fitness offerings to meet the new needs of travelers who
were looking for more flexible solutions to their workouts on the road. Existing fitness centers
typically house limited, aging equipment and uninspiring spaces. Guests were often forced
to bring their own connected devices, such as iPads and laptops, to studio spaces to
stream content.


Leveraging LG display technology to address this challenge, Marriott
implemented a 3x3 video wall of 47-inch class LG display panels and
an LG soundbar in the newly renovated fitness center. By marrying
state-of-the-art video, flexible space and sound technology with
compelling third-party content from Fitness on Demand, 


“We wanted to provide
guests the ability to
view their own content
on the big screen in
their own room,
allowing them to truly
feel at home” 


Mike Kosla, Vice President,
Hospitality, LG Electronics USA
Business Solutions
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which offers over 1600 free classes, Marriott
transformed the hotel fitness experience.


“By pairing Fitness on Demand’s expansive catalogue of popular
workouts and LG’s cutting edge display and audio technology,
Marriott is taking the lead in providing an elevated health club
experience,” says Kenneth Ryan, vice president, global spa
operations,Marriott International. 


SPACES TO CONNECT AND COLLABORATE
Marriott recognized the limited comfortable gathering and meeting spaces as a pain
point for many travelers. Whether guests want to have a drink, share a meal, or just unwind
with a few friends, hotels often don’t offer a solution beyond traditional restaurants and bars.


Recognizing that when friends and family gather at home they tend to congregate in the kitchen,
Marriott created a proof of concept at the Charlotte hotel’s modern and open meeting space around
a full residential kitchen with premium LG Studio kitchen appliances. 


The suite of built-in appliances with
design inspired by LG Studio Artistic
Adviser Nate Berkus includes the LG Studio
42-inch side-by-side refrigerator, 36-inch
counter-depth French Door refrigerator, 30-inch
double wall oven,  dishwasher and microwave oven.
Further enhancing this common area, Marriott installed a
number of LG OLED TVs with wide viewing angles and
incredible picture performance to help guests unwind. 


“The LG Studio Kitchen provides a residential-feel kitchen so
that our guests can meet and collaborate as they would at
home. The foundation is sleek and chic products – from the
kitchen appliances to the televisions, that allows us to use the
space as it was intended – as a gathering area,” says Alli Beane,
senior director, design and development, Marriott International.


ELEVATED EXPERIENCE FOR THE FUTURE
As guests stroll throughout the property they’ll notice LG’s
immersive and innovative technology around every corner. From
the check-in area, where guests can use an LG touchscreen
monitor to find their reservation, to the exclusive M Club, where
VIP guests can enjoy 75- and 65-inch LG displays, to the board
room with LG’s interactive digital display to conduct meetings,
“the entire property has a dynamic flow that was inspired by
guests’ creativity and ideas that brings to life the vision for the
future of Marriott Hotel Properties,” according to Beane. 


“Partnering with the right technology provider was a significant
factor in the transformation of this hotel. We’re thrilled LG was
able to bring our vision to life in Charlotte,” adds Crissy Wright,
general manager, Marriott Charlotte City Center. 


Innovation for a Better Life.


Guests are immersed in LG’s
innovative technology
around every corner.







